transformation
resilience
self-esteem
Keynotes to inspire,
enthuse and engage
The Mind Shift Shield:

Transforming Your Relationships
Create an immediate 180 degree shift in
your personal mindset allowing positive
communication and connection with difficult
and toxic family, friends and colleagues.
For those who are feeling dis-empowered by
their personal relationships.

Keynote Speaker
After dinner
MC
about Suzi
Suzi Dent is a high energy,
charismatic speaker and motivator
and a strong humorous MC with
a wealth of experience. From
an impressive background in
business and the media, Suzi
brings real life solutions and
transformations, inspiring and
encouraging her audiences to
believe in themselves and to
realise their dreams by accepting
the Power of YES!

0412 607 691

suzi@suzident.com
Gold Coast, Queensland Australia
Available world-wide

Those who would love to learn a fast, easy,
actionable strategy so that their close relationships
with difficult people, especially those that push their
psychological buttons and hold them back from
reaching their full potential, can be changed forever.
Suzi will inspire, encourage and inform you with the
skill to create the most fabulous version of your life.

The Zig Zag Technique:

Tools of Business Transformation
Keeping things fresh in the competitive world of
business. For yourself, your career and your clients.
Incorporating the Mind Shift Shield for true
personal growth.
With an entrepreneurial mindset, a strong
background in a family business, her own
professional agency, creating a cosmetics
range and freelancing for over
30 years in the world of TV and
“Suzi is a confident
the media, Suzi has truly
and
natural speaker
learned and shares the turn
with high energy and an
around tools we all need
engaging presentation style.
to think outside the box,
She has such a wonderful
reach our full potential and
bubbly character and is a
change our businesses and
welcomed addition to any
our lives for the better. She
event”.
is testimony to the power
Charlie Mancini
Principal project manager,
of yes!
Metro North Hospital and
Health Service
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the yes woman

“Suzi truly possesses a
rare and remarkable ability
to make each and every
client feel special, alive and
deserving as one by one they
became transformed.”
Cheryl Freeman

Eazeintuit founder, undergraduate
psycology, Bond University

“Suzi Dent is amongst the
most engaging speakers I
have ever had the pleasure
of listening to. She possesses
the unique quality of holding an
audience in the palm of her hand
with her dynamic personality and
inspiring motivational stories.”
Joanne Rahn

Director, Zanthii Communications

Suzi will always discuss
the purpose and desired
outcomes from her
presentation and will tailor
her content to suit

who should hear Suzi?
Women and men in the process
of change, Business owners
and leaders who want to break
through traditions and routines,
Anyone who wants to be inspired
and encouraged to become all
that they can be at any stage of
their lives.

0412 607 691

Tomboy to Beauty Queen:

An uplifting and inspirational story about
transformation at any age
Living with the daily existence of her husband’s
battle with depression and anger management
issues for over six years had whittled away at their
relationship, their souls and their lives.
Many people are suffering
from depression. You
will know at least one of
“Named by Hit 90.9
Sea FM as one of the
them. You may be one
Gold Coast’s six most
of them. Suzi shares her
inspirational 2018 women,
own personal journey of
alongside Margot Robbie,
transformation from a life
Giaan Rooney, Sophie
long tomboy with a fear of
Monk, Amy Shark and
frocks and low self-esteem,
Jesinta Franklin.”
to international beauty queen
Hit 90.9 Sea FM Radio
Mrs Earth Australia. Sharing
Gold Coast
specific, actionable strategies
audiences can use to embark
on a similar path of embracing true
prosperity in their own lives.

fee schedule
Key note presentations
MC (as agreed)		

$A3500-$A5000

Suzi travels from the Gold Coast, Queensland

contact Suzi today!

suzi@suzident.com
Gold Coast, Queensland Australia
Available world-wide
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